By David Carl and Jen Ikuta
War-Torn Alliances 2012 will consist of four league seasons, and
each season will span four weeks of brutal WARMACHINE
and HORDES action—with a twist. Leagues ideally suit
groups of eight or more players who regularly meet at a
hobby store or gaming club where they can play whenever
they wish. Each league requires an Event Organizer (EO)
who is responsible for tracking players’ game results.
The War-Torn Alliances league will give players a fantastic
opportunity to shine in nearly all aspects of the hobby—
painting and modeling, mastery of a faction, and working
with a teammate to achieve victory for the greater good.
In 2012, each season will feature faction pairings that
represent an uneasy alliance to conquer territory on the
map. These tenuous accords will change with each WarTorn Alliances season.
Each league venue, the place sponsoring events (such as a
hobby store or gaming club), will have a league champion at
the end of each four-week season, but players of every skill
level can work to achieve commendations for a wide variety
of accomplishments, for which they will earn military-style
commendation patches. In addition to these commendations,
participants will receive a season patch for each season that
will form military-style decorations. The highest-ranked
player in each local league will receive a championship medal
at the end of the season. Every community is different, and
EOs may include additional provisions, such as ones stating
that players can’t win back-to-back seasons or win more than
one season per year.

All games are played at the league venue. A player scores battle
points and bonus points for each game he plays, and these
league points determine the player’s standing as shown by
his point total on the league scoreboard poster, or scoreboard
(see Scoreboard Rankings). In addition to fighting for the top
point total on the scoreboard, players can earn individual
commendations and upgrades throughout the league and
can help claim map territories for their alliance on the league
map (see League Map). EOs submit their players’ map points
online to contribute to each faction/alliance’s influence over
the War-Torn Alliances’ online league map. Map points do not
count toward a player’s league point total.
League games can be played at numerous point levels
including giant Unbound games and multi-player team
games (see the Game Size table in the Scoreboard Rankings
section). Changing the point level of a game from 50 points
to a smaller or larger game size requires the consent of both
players (or all players in multiplayer games). Players score
fewer league points for smaller games and more league points
for larger games or games with more players based on the
time commitment required.
To further set the War-Torn Alliances league experience apart
from other casual or tournament play experiences, the league
provides players with upgrades, unique special rules called
alliances, and unique model rules for season models that
last for the duration of each league season (see Alliances, see
Upgrades, and see Season Models).

Player
Responsibilities

Players participating in the league must bring their own
models, stat cards, dice, measuring devices, tokens, and
templates they require for play. The Event Organizer must
approve any printed media used to track damage. Players
should check with the EO before the event begins on any rules
questions they think may arise based on their armies.
Each player represents a single faction, Mercenaries,
Blindwater Congregation, or Thornfall Alliance, giving six
options for both WARMACHINE (Cygnar, Protectorate of
Menoth, Khador, Cryx, Retribution of Scyrah, and Mercenaries)
and HORDES (Trollbloods, Circle Orboros, Skorne, Legion of
Everblight, Thornfall Alliance, or Blindwater Congregation)
in each league season. An online map tracks faction victories
of players worldwide.

Sportsmanship
and Rules Disputes
The objective of organized play is for everyone to have a
good time. Players should remain courteous and patient
with their opponents and the Event Organizer. Players must
cooperate with their opponent to resolve effects. Refusing
to do so is explicitly unsporting. Players must remain
courteous and patient with their opponents and the EO.
Players must accept all rulings made by the EO whether or
not they agree. The EO always has the final word on rules
questions or debates.
We assume all players are good sports who understand fair
play. If a dispute arises, call an EO for assistance. Players
will remain mature, polite, and fair to their opponents.
Failure to do so will result in immediate disqualification.
An EO may eject a player for any incident deemed
unsporting. This includes but is not limited to offensive or
abusive conduct, bullying, cheating, constant rule arguments,
stalling game play, and other immature actions. If stalling is
suspected, the EO should be called to monitor play.

Painting, Modeling,
Proxies &
Conversions
All models used in Privateer Press organized play
events must be Privateer Press miniatures from the
WARMACHINE or HORDES ranges. The miniatures must
be fully assembled on the appropriately sized base for
which the model was designed. Any non-Privateer Press
models, unassembled miniatures, or inappropriately based
models are not permitted.

Models that have not yet been released to the general public
at the time of the event are not permitted. The Extreme
versions of models are perfectly acceptable for use in
organized play.
Privateer Press encourages players to have a fully painted
force on the table. Games with painted armies are more
interesting to watch and generally enhance the experience
for all. Although painting is not required, players should
take this chance to show off all aspects of the hobby.

Model Conversion
Rules
Conversions

Playing with a uniquely individualized and painted force
is one of the most rewarding aspects of the hobby. Just as
with information disclosure and sportsmanship, players are
expected to be unambiguous about model representation,
and all conversions must be clearly pointed out to your
opponent before the game to avoid confusion.
The following rules must be followed when using converted
models in organized play. These rules are meant not to limit
a player’s modeling options but rather to allow creativity
without generating an environment that could become
confusing during game play. At his discretion, an EO may
make exceptions to these rules to approve any reasonable
conversion.
The Miniatures

A converted model must contain a majority of parts from
the WARMACHINE or HORDES model for which the
rules were written. For example, a Testament of Menoth
conversion must be composed mostly of parts from
the Testament of Menoth model. The end result of any
conversion must be clearly identifiable as the intended
miniature and must accurately represent its weapons and
equipment as listed in its rules.
Swapping Weapons

On warrior models, converting and swapping weapons is
acceptable provided the new weapon represents the same
type of weapon replaced (like swapping one sword for
another). Anything relating to a weapon’s specific rules
must be maintained to avoid confusion on the tabletop.
For example, a weapon with Chain Weapon must still be
modeled as a chain-style weapon, and a weapon’s length
must be considered when converting weapons with Reach.
Weapons cannot be swapped on warjack and warbeast
models. Since many of the ’jacks and beasts utilize the same
chassis or torso, the weapons are the most identifiable part
of the model when looking across the tabletop. Converting
warjacks and warbeasts is still encouraged, but the aesthetics
of the weapons must be maintained. Modifying weapons is

permitted as long as the end result is easily identifiable as
the intended warjack or warbeast’s proper weapon.

In the event of a tie on the scoreboard, the player who
reached that point total first is the higher-ranked player.

Models/units with upgrade blisters are an exception to
the standard model conversion rules in a number of ways.
Because the parts in these blisters define an entirely separate
set of stats and abilities, the upgrade parts must be clearly
visible on the model/unit matching the upgrade stat card in
order to be legal for tournament use. For example, a helljack
with one claw and one harpoon is not Malice. The model
must have the correct head, harpoon blade, and all three
spirit parts from the Malice upgrade in order to be considered
Malice. Additionally, once a model/unit has been converted,
it can only be fielded as that model/unit. For example, a
Warpwolf with the parts from the Ghetorix upgrade is not
an acceptable “conversion” for use with a Warpwolf Stalker
stat card. Lastly, in the case of unit attachment or weapon
attachment upgrade, the model(s) that use the upgrade stat
card must follow these rules to be legal for tournament use,
but the base unit follows the standard conversion policy for
warrior model conversions, above. For example, a Black
Dragon Officer & Standard must always use the Black
Dragon upgrade stat card and an Iron Fang Pikemen Officer
& Standard must always use the Iron Fang Pikemen Officer &
Standard stat card, but an Iron Fang Pikemen unit without a
UA uses its standard stat card whether or not they have Black
Dragon shields (or any other reasonable conversion).

Example: If Laine scored 21 points and then Cody scored 21
points, Laine would be the higher-ranked player because she
accumulated 21 points first.

Basing

Miniatures must be on their appropriately sized
WARMACHINE/HORDES bases, but scenic details may
be added. The base’s perimeter must always be considered
when modeling scenic details. While scenic elements may
overhang the base’s edge, the base itself, not the scenic
elements, is used for all measurements. The edge of a
model’s base must not be obscured to the point that accurate
measuring becomes difficult or impossible.

Scoreboard
Rankings
The Event Organizer tracks the score of each player
participating in the league on the scoreboard poster. The
first five games a player plays each week earn him league
points, and these determine a player’s standings on the
scoreboard. Players can continue playing games after
reaching their maximum for the week, but additional games
will not earn league points.
At the start of the league, players are added to the scoreboard
poster, listing their name and faction. Players earn league
points by playing games based on the chart below. Player
can earn upgrades after reaching specified point thresholds.
Upgrades can be used for the duration of the season once
they have been earned.

The number of league points a player scores for playing a
league game depends on the size of the game, the scenario,
and the outcome of the game. The following table provides
the league points a player earns for playing a game of a
given size. All players earn the listed number of battle
points for simply completing the game. Players also earn
the bonus points listed for winning individual scenarios.
The winner of each game also earns map points as defined
in the League Map section (following).
GAME SIZE				
Single-player

15-point game (1 warcaster/warlock)

25-point game (1 warcaster/warlock)

35-point game (1 warcaster/warlock)

50-point game (1 warcaster/warlock)

POINTS
Battle

1

1

1

2

Bonus Map

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

75-point game (1 warcaster/warlock)

2

1

Unbound

Battle

Bonus Map

200-point Unbound game (4 warcasters/warlocks)

5

2

100-point game (2 warcasters/warlocks)
150-point Unbound game (3 warcasters/warlocks)

3
4

2
2

1
1
1
1

Team

Battle

Bonus Map

25-point team game (1 warcaster/warlock)

1

1

15-point team game (1 warcaster/warlock)

35-point team game (1 warcaster/warlock)

50-point team game (1 warcaster/warlock)

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

75-point team game (1 warcaster/warlock)

2

1

Team Unbound

Battle

Bonus Map

300-pt Unbound game (3 warcasters/warlocks per player)

5

2

100-point team game (2 warcasters/warlocks)
200-pt Unbound game (2 warcasters/warlocks per player)

3
4

2
2

1
1

1
1

League Map
The league map is an important element of the War-Torn
Alliances league system. This online map is updated to
show the progress of each two-faction team over the course
of the league. Links to the league map and additional league
details can be found at www.privateerpress.com.
After a one-on-one game, the Event Organizer will input 1
map point for the victorious player’s team in that territory.
After a team game, the EO will input 1 map point per player
for the victorious players’ team.
The team with the most territories at the end of the league
season wins the season. In the case of a tie, the team with the
most overall map points wins the league season.

Alliances
Alliances are faction pairings that represent an uneasy
agreement to battle toward a common goal. These tenuous
accords will change with each War-Torn Alliances season. This
has a number of ramifications for War-Torn Alliances players.
First, allied factions work together to conquer territory on
the map as described above in the League Map section.
Second, allied factions are eligible to play on the same
side during team games. This does not change the faction
allegiance of such models. A spell like Defender’s Ward, for
example, can still target only Faction models, not models of
an allied faction.
Third, players can field the season model/unit from their
allied faction. This, too, does not change the model’s ability
to benefit from “faction” abilities, but it grants an additional
option during army construction for allied factions. When
using an allied faction model with ’Jack Marshal, a player
can also field marshaled warjacks from the allied faction.
Players allied with Mercenaries, Thornfall Alliance, or
Blindwater Congregation gain access to the Mercenary or
Minion season model, respectively, but players allied with
a different faction able to field that Mercenary or Minion
model do not gain access.
Example: Doug is playing Cryx for the current War-Torn
Alliances season, and Cryx is allied with Legion. Doug is eligible
to field Legion’s league models(s) as well as the league model(s)
for Cryx since Cryx is allied with Legion. He is also eligible to
field the Mercenary league model if it works for Cryx (but not
the Minion league model, even if it works for Legion). He also
has the option to team up with Darla, who is playing Legion.
In a 100-point game, Doug can field 50 points of Cryx and 50
points of Legion. Doug is able to field Cryx and Legion during
Unbound games as well.
Note that players can take part in team league games outside
their alliance (something that is particularly common in
smaller player communities), but bear in mind that team
game results are counted toward the scoreboard rankings or
map results only when played with your alliance.

Upgrades
War-Torn Alliances introduces a new feature called upgrades.
During each league season, players have the opportunity
to unlock enhancements for three of their faction’s noncharacter warjacks or warbeasts. Players unlock one of
their faction’s upgrades after earning 5 battle points, a
second after earning 12, and their faction’s final upgrade
for the season after earning 20 battle points. Upgrades
represent enhancements to particular types of warjacks
and warbeasts and change from season to season. Once a

player unlocks one of their upgrades, it is available to all
warjacks/warbeasts of that particular model type for the
duration of the season.
Example: Ed plays a 50-point game with his Cygnar army
against Doug’s Cryx army to start the league. Doug wins,
but Ed still earns 2 battle points, bringing him to a total of 2
league points. Ed’s next game is a 50-pointer against Chris and
his Protectorate of Menoth force. Ed wins and earns 2 battle
points along with 1 bonus point, bringing him to a total of 5
league points for the scoreboard rankings. He is now eligible to
unlock his first upgrade and chooses the Centurion upgrade. All
Centurions he fields for the remainder of the league will have the
listed upgrade bonus, and Ed will need just 7 more league points
to unlock his second upgrade.
Watch for faction-specific upgrade checklists in future
issues of No Quarter Magazine.

Season Models
Each league season features new stories from Privateer
Press staff writers. The link to these stories can be found at
www.privateerpress.com.
During the War-Torn Alliances league season, players have
the opportunity to play some of the characters, warjacks,
or units found within these stories. The rules for these
season models can be found alongside the season league
document online. During a league season, the original
models on which these season models are based cannot
be used. Moreover, these models count as if they are the
models on which they are based for bonuses, such as those
granted by the Elite Cadre ability, Leadership ability, or
Theme Force benefits.
For example, if a league season includes the 4th Assault
Legion Uhlans (a unit based on the Iron Fang Uhlans),
several effects result: Khador players gain access to 4th
Assault Legion Uhlans, Kovnik Markov will affect 4th
Assault Legion Uhlans, and Theme Forces that include Iron
Fang Uhlans can field 4th Assault Legion Uhlans. During
that league season, however, Khador players cannot use
standard Iron Fang Uhlans in league games. In subsequent
league seasons, Khador players will be able to field Iron
Fang Uhlans again but will not be able to field 4th Assault
Legion Uhlans.
Season models are legal for all league games throughout
their season but are not legal models for use outside of the
War-Torn Alliances league.

Awards
Champion Medal

The Champion medal goes to the player with the most
points on the league scoreboard.
Participation Patches

All players participating in a War-Torn Alliances league
season receive a participation patch.
Commendation Patches

Players can earn commendation patches by completing
predetermined tasks each season. Check the rules document
for each season to learn how to earn your commendations.
Note: It is possible to earn multiple commendations at the
same time.

Extended Example

The following example will help illustrate proper use
of the league scoreboard.

The following scenarios are the Core Scenarios that will be
used for use for the duration of War-Torn Alliances 2012:
• Occupy

• Boom and Bust

• Fight Club (team)
• Mosh Pit (team)

• King of the Hill (team)
• Encroachment
• Confinement

• Unlikely Alliance (team only)

Players can choose a scenario randomly or agree to play a
particular scenario. To randomly select a 1-on-1 scenario,
roll 2d6.
1-on-1 Scenarios
Occupy

Boom and Bust
Fight Club
Seasonal 1
Mosh Pit

King of the Hill
Seasonal 3

Encroachment
Confinement

The four players on the league scoreboard have accumulated a
significant number of achievements in a short period of time.
Ed has unlocked Upgrade 1 and Upgrade 2 and has earned his
commendations in Hobby, Combat, and Alliance play. Despite Ed’s
valiant efforts, Laine has scored more league points and holds a
3-point edge for the overall lead. She has unlocked the same number
of upgrades as Ed and has also earned all of her commendations.

Scenarios
Two types of scenarios will be available during each WarTorn Alliances season: core scenarios and season-specific
scenarios. Core scenarios can be found at the end of this
document and are for use throughout the duration of
War-Torn Alliances 2012. Season-specific scenarios will be
tailored to the terrain and events of that season and will be
released with each corresponding season update.
Players may randomly select a scenario for 1-on-1 games
before each game by rolling 2d6 and then picking the
corresponding scenario from the table. Scenarios suitable
for team games will be noted and may be randomly
selected by rolling a d6.

2d6
2–3

4
5

6

7
8

9

10

11–12

Teams can choose a scenario randomly or agree to play
a particular scenario. To randomly select a team game
scenario, roll a d6.
Team Scenarios
Seasonal 2

Unlikely Alliance

Mosh Pit

King of the Hill
Fight Club

d6
1

2

3–4
5
6

For Unbound games, see p. 56 in No Quarter Magazine #37
for how to randomly determine scenarios for 1-on-1 and
multiplayer games.

Core #1 — Occupy
Fuel Cache

Special Rules

Summary: Players attempt to control a zone in the center
of the board.

Steamroller Objective
Base Size: Large
DEF: 5
ARM:

20

Player 1’s Objective Damage:

20

Player 2’s Objective Damage:

20

Player 2 Deployment

10˝

– When this model is destroyed, models within 2˝
suffer a POW 14 magical damage roll.
Fuel – While this model is controlled by a warcaster/warlock,
models/units in the controlling warcaster/warlock’s army
beginning their activations within 4˝ of this model can run, charge,
or make power attacks without being forced or spending focus that
activation.
Manual Activation – This model cannot activate during the first
round of the game and cannot activate unless it is controlled by
a warcaster/warlock. This model activates during its controlling
warcaster/warlock’s army’s turn.
Objective – A player controls an objective if his warcaster/
warlock is within 4˝ of it and no enemy models contest it.
Objectives cannot be targeted or damaged during the first turn of
the game and cannot be moved (cannot advance, and cannot be
placed, pushed, slammed, or thrown) except during activation.
Resupply – At the start of this model’s activation, remove 3 points
of damage from it.
Flammable

6˝

Player 2 AD Line

8˝

36˝
6˝

8˝
20˝

Player 1 AD Line

6˝

Player 1 Deployment

7˝

Artifice: Kill Box – If a player ends his turn with a friendly
warcaster/warlock within 10" of any board edge, starting on the
first player’s second turn, that warcaster/warlock is destroyed.
Mark a 36" x 8" zone in accordance with the diagram below.
At the end of each player’s turn, starting on the second
player’s second turn, either player can earn 1 control point
by controlling the zone.
Victory Conditions

The first player to earn 2 control points immediately wins
the game.
The winner receives additional league points equal to twice
the bonus points for the size of the game played and all
other participants receive additional league points equal to
the bonus points for the size of the game played.
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At the end of each player’s turn, starting on the second
player’s second turn:
• a player earns 1 control point if he contests the zone on
his opponent’s half of the board while he controls the
objective on his own half of the board.
OR (cannot score both ways in one turn)
• a player earns 2 control points if he controls the zone on
his opponent’s half of the board and the objective within
that zone is destroyed.

Player 2 Deployment

18˝

10˝

6˝

Player 2 AD Line

18˝

Core #2 — Boom
and Bust

OBJ 2
OBJ 1

18˝

Special Rules

Summary: Players attempt to control the nearby objective,
destroy the distant objective, and control a zone on the
opponent’s side of the board
Mark two zones (12"-diameter circles) and place two objectives
(Fuel Caches) in accordance with the diagram below.

6˝

Player 1 AD Line

Player 1 Deployment

18˝

7˝

Victory Conditions

The first player to earn at least 3 control points and have
more control points than the opponent wins the game.
The winner receives additional league points equal to twice
the bonus points for the size of the game played and all
other participants receive additional league points equal to
the bonus points for the size of the game played.

Core #3 — Fight Club
(team)
Special Rules

Summary: Players attempt to destroy all their opponents’
warjacks or warbeasts.
Two or four players can play Fight Club. The two-player
version uses standard 10" deployment zones. In the fourplayer version, players have a deployment zone of 10" x 10"
in the corner of the board and an Advance Deployment zone
that extends 6" forward from the standard deployment zone.
Determine the first player with a standard starting roll. Play
proceeds clockwise around the table.
For every 10 army points of warjack or warbeast models in
a Fight Club army list, the list can contain only 5 points of
warrior models.
Warjacks that would become inert and warbeasts that
would become wild instead become autonomous (see
WARMACHINE: Prime Mk II, p. 80).
Victory Conditions

A player wins the game if the last opposing warjack or
warbeast is destroyed or removed from play. A player does
not win the game if the last opposing warcaster or warlock
is destroyed or removed from play.
In a two-player game, the winner receives additional league
points equal to the bonus points for the size of the game played.
In a four-player game, the winner receives additional
league points equal to twice the bonus points for the size
of the game played, and all other participants receive
additional league points equal to the bonus points for the
size of the game played.

Core #4 — Mosh Pit
(team)
Special Rules

Summary: Mosh Pit is a bitter, disorganized brawl in the
center of the battle field in which the only rule is to seize
the initiative and never back down.
In a multiplayer game, all players have equal deployment
zones, equidistant from each other.
Mark a 14"-diameter circle on the table. This is the mosh pit.
A player controls the mosh pit if he has one or more models
completely within it and his opponent does not. For a unit
to control the mosh pit, all models in the unit that are still
in play must be completely within it. A warrior model must
have a CMD of greater than 1 to control the mosh pit. Ignore
wrecked or inert warjacks, wild warbeasts, and fleeing
models when checking for control.
Victory Conditions

A player wins the game when he has the only remaining
warcaster(s) in play. Starting on the first player’s third turn,
a player will also win if he ends his turn in control of the
mosh pit.
The winner receives additional league points equal to twice
the bonus points for the size of the game played and all
other participants receive additional league points equal to
the bonus points for the size of the game played.

Core #5 — King of the
Hill (team)
Special Rules

Summary: Players attempt to take and hold the high
ground at the center of the board.
Two or four players can play King of the Hill. The two-player
version uses standard 10" deployment zones. In the fourplayer version, players have a deployment zone of 10" x 10"
in the corner of the board and an Advance Deployment zone
that extends 6" forward from the standard deployment zone.
Determine the first player with a standard starting roll. Play
proceeds clockwise around the table.
Place a large hill in the center of the table. Beginning on the
second round, at the end of each player’s turn, that player
earns 1 control point if all of his warcasters/warlocks are
on the hill.

If all players agree, the scenario can be modified to one of
the following:
• Prince of Thieves – replace the hill with a large forest
terrain feature
• Lady of the Lake – replace the hill with a large shallow
water terrain feature
• Lord of the Castle – replace the hill with a large ruins
terrain feature
Victory Conditions

The first player to accumulate 3 control points wins the
game. A player also wins the game if the last opposing
warcaster or warlock is destroyed or removed from play.
In a two-player game, the winner receives additional league
points equal to the bonus points for the size of the game played.
In a four-player game, the winner receives additional league
points equal to twice the bonus points for the size of the
game played and all other participants receive additional
league points equal to the bonus points for the size of the
game played.

Core #6 —
Encroachment
Special Rules

Summary: Players attempt to control two flags on the
centerline of the board.

Player 2 Deployment

10˝

24˝

6˝

Player 2 AD Line

Place three flags in accordance with the diagram below. All
flags are models with a 40 mm base and the following qualities:
• Incorporeal, stationary models
• Immune to all in-game effects
• Do not activate
• Cannot be targeted, damaged, moved, placed, or
removed from play
At the end of the second player’s first turn, randomly
remove one flag from the board.
At the end of each player’s turn, starting on the second
player’s second turn, a player earns 1 control point for each
flag he controls.
A player controls a flag if he owns one or more models
B2B with a flag that an opponent does not contest. When
checking for control conditions ignore inert warjacks, wild
warbeasts, models that are fleeing or out of formation,
and models a player owns that are under the control of
an opponent. There are no additional requirements for
warcasters, warlocks, warjacks, or warbeasts.
If the model B2B with the flag is a member of a unit, the unit
must contain 50% or more of its starting number (rounding
up) and all those remaining models must also be within 4"
of the flag.
If the model B2B with the flag is a solo it must have an army
point cost of 1 or more. For solos that consist of multiple
models, divide the point cost of the solo by the model count
on the card to see if each model is worth at least 1 point. For
multiple-model solos to control a flag the solo must contain
50% or more of its starting number (rounding up) and all
those remaining models must also be within 4" of the flag.
Victory Conditions

The first player to earn at least 3 control points and have
more control points than the opponent immediately wins
the game.

18˝

The winner receives additional league points equal to twice
the bonus points for the size of the game played and all
other participants receive additional league points equal to
the bonus points for the size of the game played.
Player 1 AD Line

Player 1 Deployment

24˝

6˝

7˝

Core #7 —
Confinement

Core #8 — Unlikely
Alliance (team)

Special Rules

Special Rules

Summary: Players attempt to control a circular zone on
their opponent’s side of the board while their warcaster/
warlock is within a zone.

Player 2 Deployment

10˝

20˝

6˝

Player 2 AD Line

Summary: Two teams of players attempt to destroy their
opponents’ warcasters or warlocks.
Unlikely Alliance is a scenario for at least four players, split
into teams. Each team is composed of an equal quantity of
legal armies of the agreed-upon game size.
The players on each side of the board fight as a team. Their
teammates’ models are considered friendly models (but are
not considered Faction models unless they actually share
the same faction). Teamed players share a standard 10"
deployment zone.
Players on the same team take their turns simultaneously.

20˝

Until the victory conditions are met, a player continues
to play even if his last warcaster/warlock is destroyed or
removed from play.

20˝

Victory Conditions

Player 1 AD Line

Player 1 Deployment

20˝

6˝

7˝

Artifice: Kill Box – Starting on the first player’s 2nd turn, if a
player ends his turn with a friendly warcaster/warlock within
10" of any board edge, that warcaster/warlock is destroyed.

A team wins the game if the last opposing warcaster or
warlock is destroyed or removed from play.
The winner receives additional league points equal to twice
the bonus points for the size of the game played, and all
other participants receive additional league points equal to
the bonus points for the size of the game played.
Note that an Event Organizer will award 1 map point to
each victorious player for his own faction.

Mark two zones (8"-diameter circles) in accordance with the
diagram below.
At the end of each player’s turn, starting on the second
player’s second turn, a player earns 1 control point by
controlling the zone on his opponent’s half of the board
while his warcaster or warlock is within a zone. A player
controls the zone if he has one or more models completely
within the zone and his opponent does not.
Victory Conditions

The first player to earn at least 3 control points and have
more control points than the opponent wins the game.
The winner receives additional league points equal to twice
the bonus points for the size of the game played and all
other participants receive additional league points equal to
the bonus points for the size of the game played.
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